The P values for the nucleic acidls were supplemented by pentose assays and UV readings. In the UV readings protein degradation products may contribute to the RNA-UV absorption values (25 
possibly interfering substances were eliminated by use of ion-exchange resin (5, 6, 17) , after which the pentose and UV absorption assays were carried out (24) . The values obtained from the pentose and UV determinations were very close to those of P from which all the following nucleic acid values were calculated.
This procedure is much more efficient for tree leaves in general (17) than the Ogur and Rosen method (28) both for extraction, separation, and recovery of RNA and DNA. Other workers (6. 37) have also shown that the Schmidt-Thannhauser method is most efficient for various other plant material. DNA was determined in the redissolved precipitate by the indole method as developed by Ceriotti (3) and by P analysis.
The results are expressed as Ag RNA and ,ug DNA per different bases and the conversion factors used to obtain these values were based on RNA and DNA samples isolated from orange leaves (in preparation). For the isolation the methods described by Markham (24) were followed in principle. For RNA it was found necessary to increase the number of acetone and ethanol washings because of the large amount of glucosides usually encountered in citrus leaves. Also the number of the ethanol/acetic acid and HCl steps had to be increased to obtain a sufficient degree of purification. Based on their Emax.: Emin ratio, phosphate analysis, and their absorption at 310 in it was decided that the isolated samples were of sufficient purity for use as reference for calculating the conversion of P and sugar values to citrus RNA and DNA.
Results
In tables I and II are summarized the changes in fresh and dry weight, leaf area, RNA, DNA, and total nitrogen, which accompany the maturation process of orange leaves. As the seasonal changes of protein-N follow those of RNA very closely, the presentation of their values was omitted. It is seen from tables I and II that the leaf area as well as dry matter continue to increase after 10 weeks of age in orange leaves. This confirms previous reports (35) showing citrus leaves to attain their maximum expansion much later than leaves of other trees. Calculated on the average individual leaf, DNA reached a more or less constant value after an initial growth period while RNA and protein continued to accumulate in the leaf during the whole experimental period. Increase in RNA and protein outpaced the increase in leaf area. Between 3 and 7 months the increase (16, 27) . The second group includes caffeine, uracil, and xanthine which tended to cause a decline in the DNA level while promoting the accumulation of RNA in the leaves. The effects of the applied materials were not uniform throughout the growing period and their effect did not reach the level of significance at all sampling times; at the end of the experimental period there was a general tendency for differences to be small and nonsignificant. The changes in the protein level as affected by the treatments were generally parallel to these of RNA.
Discussion
The changes of RNA and DNA in growing orange leaves are different when using different bases of calculation, a feature which is too often overlooked with these as with other leaf variables. One may arrive at completely opposite conclusions if data which are calculated on different bases of reference are used indiscriminately. According to the present results the most suitable basis to express changes with respect to age seems to be the individual leaf at the organ and DNA at the cellular level.
A very high positive correlation was established between RNA and protein-N; if we pool all values for samplings II to IV (including controls & all treatments) a highly significant correlation coefficient between these variables is found (r = + 0.956 for n-2 = 58). A significant correlation between RNA and protein-N for citrus leaves has already been observed in a previous report (19) , but it has to be borne in mind that in the method employed in this work for the assay of alcohol-insoluble (protein) nitrogen, RNA might contribute a certain amount to the total estimated protein-N; this may partially account for the high correlation between RNA and protein-N.
In many instances a general decrease in protein and total-N content upon maturation has been reported for a number of annuals and deciduous perennials (e.g., 29, 32, 33, 41) . In the present study the protein content and the level of total-N did not decline with the progress of the season, at least not during the first 10 weeks of leaf development. Between the 10th and the 26th week no analysis was performed and, therefore, our data are not conclusive regarding the behavior of various nitrogenous fractions at the later part of the experimental period:
In the leaves which were 26 weeks old the nitrogen fractions were higher than in leaves 10 weeks of age.
The differences in the developmental trends of the nitrogen levels between orange leaves and the leaves of annuals and deciduous trees can presumably be accounted for by taking into consideration that in the case of oranges we are dealing with trees whose leaves have a synthetic activity of about two years (34) . This is also emphasized by the continued increase of leaf area, along with nitrogen (table II) , a fact which could partly be expected on the basis of other studies (35) .
Regarding nucleic acids there are different reports in the literature regarding their seasonal behavior. Some authors reported highest values of nucleic acids in young leaves, with decreases occurring as the leaves aged (9, 30, 31) . In various deciduous trees (7) nucleic acids remained fairly constant until the onset of leaf discoloration or dormancy. Other authors have found, with annuals and (leciduous trees, that an initial increase occurred in the leaf nucleic acids which was followed later on by a decline (17, 20, 27, 38, 39) .
In the present work with evergreen citrus trees RNA per leaf accumulate(d along with protein (in accordance with other reports-2, 11, 22) (luring a much longer growth periodl than was expected (17, 20, 27, 38, 39) . This prolonged RNA accumulation can also be explained, as was previously for nitrogen, on the basis of the relatively long active life of citrus leaves. At the same time DNA per leaf, after an initial rise, remained more or less constant.
The prolonged increase of RNA in the orange leaves is of particular interest in the light of recent reports that both oxidative and photosynthetic phosphorylation, required to drive virtually all synthetic reactions of the cell, are more closely related to the level of total RNA than to other constituents of leaves (36) . Prolonged RNA accumulation possibly points, therefore, also to the existence of active phosphorylating reactions in the more mature orange leaves.
The pattern of aging with regard to RNA and DNA levels of leaves was markedly influenced by some purine and pyrimidine bases. The trend of these effects, when the substances were applied to very young leaves (22) , was generally as found in previous work, i.e., aminopurines like adenine promoting DNA accumulation (12) while uracil, xanthine, and caffeine enhanced RNA synthesis (11, 15, 21, 22) .
The ways through which these bases influence nucleic acid metabolism are by no means clear. In active root meristem, adenine is effectively incorporated into DNA (4); an enrichment of the free adenine pool at the critical period of cell division might possibly account for the adenine-enhanced DNA synthesis reported above. It has also been suggested that caffeine may suppress DNA synthesis (16) . The trends of the changing RNA and DNA levels after photoperiodic (8) The effects of adenine, caffeine, uracil, and xanthine upon the above leaf variables have been studied.
IV. Adenine enhanced DNA synthesis while the other bases enhanced RNA synthesis.
V. Protein-N was again found to bear a highly positive correlation to RNA.
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